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Introduction
Background
Coverage is an important issue when it is necessary
to obtain a certain level of quality building any kind of
telecommunication network. Placing network nodes in
particular area does not guarantee that the network will be
operating according to defined performance indicators. The
network nodes must be planned accordingly in such way
that coverage of this area meets expectations [1–7].
Meaning of Coverage is always linked with the
services offered by the network. In case of Public Land
Mobile Network coverage means the area where voice and
data services are accessible with certain quality of service.
Wireless Sensor Networks are offering usually 2 services –
sensing service and transport service. Transport service is
about transmitting of measured information from source to
the sink using sensor infrastructure. A sensor node can act
as a component of a transport network receiving data
packets from another node and transmitting to the next
one.
Coverage of sensing service is about information
coverage, i.e. determination of area which is covered by
sensors being nodes of sensor network.
This paper deals only with information coverage of
sensing service identifying quality of services parameters
which is coverage probability and error range. It is shown
how coverage probability can be calculated providing real
measurements.
Paper elaborates the method to identify near and far
coverage area for each sensor estimating quality of service
parameters in order to assess the areas of sensor
redundancy and shortage. Coverage in near area is used to
identify whether single sensor is enough to cover this area
(sensor shortage indicating denser sensor layout).
Coverage in far area is used to identify which sensors can
be removed from the field in order to have lower cost of
deployment of sensor network (sensor redundancy).

Typical sensor grids are described using N, d, r, k
parameters which are explained below [2]: N – number of
sensors is equal to N = m x n, where n – number of grid
rows; m – number of grid columns; d – distance between
sensors; r – sensing radius. Each sensor has a sensing
radius of r assuming disc-based sensing model; k –
coverage. The grid is k-covered, when every point in the
field is covered by at least k sensors.
Parameters N, d, r and k are visualized in Fig. 1.
Phisically the sensor nodes can be built as it is designed in
[3].

Fig. 1. Grid of sensors

Coverage Probability in Sensor Grid
Setting up a sensor grid, the coverage problem of
measured field is an important issue which received
considerably high research attention. Majority of papers is
using the model that sensing accuracy and sensing range of
a sensor is fixed [1]. Therefore the sensor's coverage is
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assumed to be a sensing disk A1 with radius r. Within the
sensing disk each point is assumed to be covered with
probability ξ. It means that estimated measurement error θ
between the pair of points: any point within the sensing
radius and the exact point measured by the sensor, is lower
than predefined value a, i.e.

3.

Number of sensors: 132 (n = 11, m = 12 – see
Fig. 1). Sensors are calibrated;
4. Distance between sensors d: 23 cm (see Fig. 1);
5. Area of the grid: 5.82 m2;
6. Number of measurement series: 30;
7. Total number of measurements: 3960 (30 series x
132 sensors).
The difference between values measured by the
sensors in single measurement series was up to 110C what
shows field inhomegeneity.
It is estimated that the difference between measured
values for particular 2 sensors will be in accordance with
Gaussian distribution. However, please note, this is a
biased estimate based on the actual measurements. An
improved, unbiased estimate could be obtained from study
explaining the probability distribution function of
dependences between particular pairs of sensors.
To calculate estimators of value difference between
particular 2 sensors the following formulas are used:

(1)
In this paper it is assumed that there may exist an area
A2 outside A1 where equation (1) is fulfilled as well what
means that sensor coverage can be bigger than A1.

(5)

Fig. 2. Illustration of A1 and A2 areas

To classify whether particular point Sx belongs to the
union of A1 and A2 area, there is introduced a definition of
point-to-point coverage probability (P2Pξ).
P2Pξ is defined as a probability that sensor S1
(located in the grid) indicates a value which is within a predefined range with respect to actual value in point Sx (not
necessarily covered by any sensor

(6)

where
- estimator of mean value of difference
between 2 sensors. The first sensor is located in i-row, and
j-column, whereas a second sensor is located in u-row and
w-column; series – number of series which is 30; Sl,(x,y) –
measured value by sensor located in x-row and y-column
- estimator of
in measurement series number L;
standard deviation value difference between 2 sensors.
The first sensor is located in i-row; j-column, whereas a
second sensor is located in u-row and w-column.
Having calculated the estimators, the probability
density function of value indifference between 2 sensors
can be calculated as follows

(2)
where S1 and Sx in equation 2 represent the value
measured by Sensor1 and actual value in point Sx.
Assuming that exactly in the Sx point there has been
located Sensor2 (S2) indicating without any noises actual
value in point Sx and the range is symmetrical, i.e. a=b, the
P2Pξ value is estimated as follows
(3)

.

To verify whether Sx point estimated by Sensor2 lies
within the union of area A1 and A2, it is enough if below
inequity is fulfilled

(7)

Finally the P2Pξ is derived from cumulative
distribution function for a specified range, i. e.

(4)
It should be noted that fulfilling above inequity does
not answer whether point Sx belongs to A1 or A2 area
specifically.
To verify how the model of coverage probability can
be applied in practice, respective measurements are
performed for a selected grid having inhomogenic
properties. The grid is charactered by:
1. Measured physical quantity: temperature;
2. Environment: floor equipped with heating (an
under floor system of pipes with water acting as a
heat exchanger). The temperature of the water is
set to 35oC. The temperature on the floor surface
is measured at various points under steady state
conditions;

(8)

.
0

P2Pξ calculated for range ±0.5 C has shown that the
closest geographical neighbours do not obtain the highest
P2Pξ values as it is intuitively expected. This proves that
field under measurements has inhomogenic properties. .
Estimating Sensor Grid Coverage
Calculating
P2Pξ
value
indicates
whether
particularpoint is within a coverage area of particular
sensor, however does not identify whether this area
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belongs to A1 or A2. To achieve 1-covered grid it is
required to assume the model that sensing disk radius r of

Having calculated the coverage probability for A1
area for each sensor in the grid, it is relatively easy to
estimate coverage probability for A2 area. Let's take A2
area of Sensor1 which is A1 area of Sensor2. The coverage
probability of Sensor1 will be multiplication of coverage
probability for A1 of Sensor2 and P2Pξ between Sensor1
and Sensor2

each sensor must be
what is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Having assumed a constant sensing area for each sensor, it
is needed to estimate what is the coverage probability ξ for
area A1 within measurement range a.
Each sensor in the grid has 4 of the closest
neighbours which are located with distance d from this
sensor. Sensors located on the edge or in the corner have 3
and 2 of closest neighbours respectively.
Proposed coverage probability estimation method is
introducing 4 virtual sensors Svx which are located on the
line linking the reference sensor (S1) with each neighbour
S2x. The distance of each virtual sensor from the reference
sensor equals x (Fig. 3).

(13)
Having calculated coverage probability for A1 and A2
area it is possible to identify areas where the sensor grid
shall be denser (basing on A1) and to identify which
sensors can be removed from the grid.
Verification of presented model
As indicated in previous chapter there has been
conducted measurements to verify practical case against
presented model. There were performed calculations how
to guarantee 0.68 confidence level of grid coverage with
0
precision range ±0.5 C.
Table 1 shows sensor grid coverage identifying well
covered own area (with white background), badly covered
own area (with black background) which require denser
grid locally. Third group of sensors (marked with gray
background) is the most interesting, since they do not
provide proper coverage of own area, but can cover area of
belonging to different sensors. It means that A1 area is
rudimental, however A2 is large.

Fig. 3. Virtual sensors

In each measurement series, each virtual sensor
measures value derived from below equation
(9)

Table 1. Sensor grid coverage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12
1 3||0 6||0 6||0 2||1 2||0 1||4 1||14 1||24 1||30 1||24 4||10 4||0
2 6||0 4||0 4||0 2||12 2||22 1||31 1||33 1||35 1||31 1||18 3||17 3||0
3 6||0 4||0 2||12 1||29 1||31 1||25 1||30 1||36 1||32 1||28 4||15 4||0
4 2||0 1||14 1||15 1||23 1||32 1||33 1||31 1||23 1||30 1||18 4||7 4||0
5 2||0 2||16 1||9 1||32 1||34 1||36 1||34 1||27 1||30 1||33 3||7 3||0
6 2||30 2||18 1||15 1||21 1||27 1||7 1||33 1||24 1||25 1||27 4||20 4||0
7 2||0 2||2 1||4 1||9 1||14 1||22 1||1 1||34 1||34 3||23 4||0 3||0
8 2||0 2||0 1||5 1||9 1||13 1||15 1||25 2||32 3||18 3||0 4||0 3||0
9 2||0 2||0 2||6 1||17 2||1 1||28 1||28 2||9 3||28 3||0 3||0 3||0
10 4||1 3||11 4||26 4||31 3||29 3||28 3||28 2||2 3||0 3||0 2||0 2||0
11 4||0 3||0 4||0 4||0 3||0 3||0 3||0 2||0 4||0 4||0 2||1 1||1

where
– estimated value in point SVx in single
measurement series; - distance between sensor S1 and S2x. For
neighbouring sensors, x=0 represents sensor S1 and x=d
represents sensor S2x;
- measured value by S1 and S2x
in single measurement series; f(x) – continuous function
determining monotonicity of measured value. This function must
have following properties: f(0)=0 and f(d)=1.

Placing the virtual sensor at the border of sensing
disk the argument x equals r, i.e. radius of Area1.
For grid under consideration f(x) is modelled as in
equation, similarly as it is assumed in [2]

Legend: X||Y – A1 area is X-times smaller than required. Y sensors are well covered
by this sensor

(10)
In order to model function f(x) as linear,
is
taken for further calculations.
Calculating estimators of value difference μ and σ for
reference sensor and virtual sensor as shown in equations 6
and 7, the following inequities are true

Conclusions
The usefulness of applied model has been confirmed
in a real example. The area which is under-dimensioned is
located always at the edges of the field, where there is a
border of the heating system. It was identified that grid
under measurements requires on average 3 times denser
grid in this area. Basing on equation 13, it is denoted that
those sensors cannot be replaced by other sensors in the
grid.
Applied model has proved the usefulness in
identification of area which has sensor redundancy and can
be further optimized to decrease number of sensors. In the
performed measurements this area is exactly in the middle.
Between the redundancy and under-dimensioned area there
are sensors which are not able to cover own area, however
are able to cover the well-covered area as well.

(11)
To estimate finally probability ξ for area A1 with
known disk radius r, the minimum P2Pξ (S1,SVx,r) value
of all 4 neighbouring sensors must be taken, i.e.
.

(12)

There are 2 reasons which makes
a biased
estimator. This is an error introduced by sensing disk
model and assumption that each neighbouring sensor
belongs to A1 area.
9

Presented concept can be utilized in the following
cases valid for sensor networks:
1. Optimization of the number of sensors, for
example omitting sensors which have a high P2Pξ
value with respect to the neighbouring sensor and
more efficient battery management [3, 5, 6];
2. Calculations of k-coverage of the sensor grid, i.e.
determining how many sensors cover a certain
point of the grid;
3. Determining which neighbouring sensor can take
over the measurement activities upon sensor
failure;
4. Performing remote calibration by selecting the
neighbour with a high enough P2Pξ value;
5. Impacting transport network topology and routing
in wireless sensor networks [4].
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